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Abstract 

 

In the last decade, an increasing body of literature is dedicated to include vegetation dynamics in 
morphological models, often called biogeomorphology or ecomorphology. Namely, feedback between 
plants and morphology have shown to substantially affect the shaping of landscapes. Within 
ecomorphological salt marsh models, the spatial scale is often limited to a stretch of marsh (~1km wide). 
However, there are no modelling studies focussing on the ecomorphology of estuaries salt marshes on 
the long-term (including climate change (CC)) and on the actual estuarine spatial scale, hindering the use 
of such models for projections of future development of estuarine salt marsh systems in order to 
evaluate future salt intrusion. The aim of this study is to bridge this gap. 

An idealised ecomorphological salt marsh model is developed to study spatial development and 
expansion of salt marsh vegetation on an estuarine scale. A harmonic tide, constant wave heights and 
river discharge is included (Figure) and a rising sea-level (SLR) is implemented to represent CC. The 
model uses a dynamic vegetation density modelling approach, which is often applied within literature. 
Vegetation represents the salt marsh species Spartina anglica. For validation purposes, simulations are 
performed without SLR as well. These results are compared to available literature on marsh 
development. In addition, results wherein SLR is included will be compared with idealised model studies 
on marsh development under SLR on smaller spatial scales. Furthermore, simulations will be performed 
using varying initial marsh areal, vegetation characteristics and rates of SLR. 

 

Figure: Schematised domain of the idealised estuarine salt marsh model 
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Currently, we are working on the wetland development under the impacts of CC. Hereby, the 
ecomorphological development of the initially vegetated stretch as well as lateral expansion of the 
marsh is assessed, under influence of a rising sea-level. 
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